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Abstract
This paper examines a novel security model for voice
biometrics that decomposes the overall problem into bits
of “biometric identity security,” bits of “knowledge security,” and bits of “traditional encryption security”. This is
the first paper to examine balancing security gained from
text-dependent and text-independent voice biometrics under
this new model. Our formulation allows for text-dependent
voice biometrics to address both what you know and what
you are. A text-independent component is added to defeat replay attacks. The paper experimentally examines an
extension of the recently introduced Vaulted Voice Verification protocol and the security tradeoffs of adding these
elements. We show that by mixing text-dependent with
text-independent voice verification and by expanding the
challenge-response protocol, Vaulted Voice Verification can
preserve privacy while addressing the issues with voice as
a remote/mobile biometric identifier. We show the combination of text-dependent and text-independent biometrics in
the enhanced Vaulted Voice Verification approach not only
adds privacy, but also increases accuracy over the standard
GMM model. The resulting model supports both authentication and key release with the matching taking place client
side, where a mobile device may be used.

1. Introduction
Millions of mobile phones are being sold every year; a
majority of those phones are now smart phones1 . As mobile phones become smarter and smarter, they are increasingly being used for all types of transactions. Many of these
transactions, such as those in mobile banking applications,
require verification. The ability to establish a user’s identity
is a critical aspect of security engineering, thus use of biometrics is becoming increasingly popular as a means of verification. Much work has been done with verification using
1 http://goo.gl/DHuAp
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Where were you born?

A.

B.

Boston

A
hospital

C.
C.

D.
United
States

????
All are possible, but which one to choose?
Figure 1. How would you answer this question? Would you say
“C,” “France,” “A hospital,” “Colorado,” or something else? This
paper looks at the potential of questions such as this one to augment the security of voice biometrics. Specifically, in this research
we focus on expanding the recently introduced Vaulted Voice Verification protocol [5].

face, fingerprint and iris biometrics, but for mobile phones,
voice presents a more natural choice. Issues do exist, however, when using voice as a biometric identifier. One such
issue is the variability of voice. Another such issue is the
trade-off between security, privacy and convenience.
Is it possible to build a remote verification protocol that
uses voice, is privacy preserving, and mixes text-dependent
and text-independent modeling? This paper shows that, yes,
it is. In this work we have extended the recently introduced
Vaulted Voice Verification protocol [5] to increase the security of the protocol while increasing its ease of use. Vaulted
Voice Verification, as is explained in Sec. 2.1, borrows techniques from the voice community, such as those described
in [4, 8, 6, 7], and combines them with a vision-based technique called Vaulted Verification [19, 12].
An issue, addressed in Sec. 3, is that voice-based biometric verification protocols, such as Vaulted Voice Veri-
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fication, need to get as much information as possible out
of as little user interaction as possible. If it takes a user 15
minutes to authenticate every time they use the system, they
soon will stop using it. We address this concern specifically
by looking at the number of bits that can be generated by a
single user interaction.
Another issue, also discussed in Sec. 3, is that with textdependent voice templates/models, a system is susceptible
to different voice conversion-based attacks. Such attacks
are described in [9]. As shown in [1], text-independent
voice templates/models are also vulnerable. Our work
to extend Vaulted Voice Verification to include both textdependent and text-independent-based models works to
eliminate such vulnerabilities.
The main contributions of this work are:
• The inclusion of text-independent speaker models into
Vaulted Voice Verification to increase the security.
• Increasing the security gain given per question.
• A security analysis of the Vaulted Voice Verificationprotocol in terms of attack models.
• Analyzing the accuracy vs. security trade-off from
text-independent models.
From here, we first review the Vaulted Voice Verification protocol as is described in [5]. We then show how it
is being extended in this current work to further address the
aforementioned vulnerabilities and issues with voice-based
biometric authentication protocols. After that, we look at
the security implications of the extended protocol based on
six different attack models. Finally we will show the results from our tests and conclude with a discussion on future
work.

2. Relationship to Prior Work
Since we have a limited number of raw biometric features (10 fingers, two irises, only one face), they cannot be
directly used for verification protocols due to the threat of
compromise. Instead, biometric based verification protocols rely on templates, or models, that are created from the
biometrics. There is significant interest in how to protect
these templates to allow matching in an encoded domain
that leaks, at most, minimal information about the original
biometric features [11, 14, 18, 13, 2, 10].
Vaulted Voice Verification, upon which this current research is based, is a text-dependent challenge-responsebased verification protocol. Vaulted Voice Verification is
a novel solution that combines work done in the vision
community [19, 12] with work done in the voice community [4, 8, 6, 7].
The work from the vision community details a challengeresponse protocol, utilizing face and iris, that mixes parts of

a real image’s data with chaff. To authenticate using the
protocol, another image must be supplied that matches the
original image close enough so that the new image can be
used to discern between the real data and the chaff.
The work from the voice community details using voice
recordings to create feature vectors that can be stored securely and still matched against. Many of these techniques
utilize either Gaussian Mixture Models, GMMs, or Hidden
Markov Models, HMMs, to create models from the voice
recordings. Operations are then performed on these models
to create the authentication systems.

2.1. An Extension to Vaulted Voice Verification
Vaulted Voice Verification, described in [5] is a protocol that uses a mixture of GMMs created from a user’s audio recordings and chaff GMMs created from other users
or from modifying existing GMMs to create a challengeresponse protocol using voice. The system presents the user
with a series of phrases to repeat. The system then makes
models from the responses of the user. For each model generated, a chaff model is also generated. Multiple methods
exist to generate chaff models. Examples include perturbing models generated from the response of the user and using real models from the same user but from a different response. The idea is that an attacker would not be able to
distinguish between the real and chaff model, i.e. only the
voice that created the real model could be used to determine
real from chaff.
As with other verification systems, Vaulted Voice Verification includes both an enrollment and a verification process. We will introduce elements of the original Vaulted
Voice Verification below for the purpose of providing the
necessary background to our novel extension.
RSA encryption is used to generate the server and the
user key pairs in both the original and our extended version
of the protocol for both enrollment and verification. Except
where noted, when the user transmits data to the server, that
data is first encrypted with the public key of the server so
only the server can decrypt it using its matching private key.
Likewise, when the server transmits data to the device of the
user, that data is first encrypted with the public key of the
user so only the user can decrypt it using their matching
private key.
2.1.1

Enrollment

The enrollment process for our extended version of Vaulted
Voice Verification is illustrated in Fig. 2. The steps described here refer to the numbered arrows in the figure. Differences in the original versus our extended version will be
pointed out where appropriate for both the enrollment and
verification process.
In step 1, the user enters their information into their de-

Client/Mobile
Device

User

Server

1. Input user ID and password
2. Generate User’s RSA keys
3. Ask user to respond to prompts
4. Respond to prompts
5. Generate and encrypt
models with user’s key
6. Encrypt template with server public
key and send models to the Server

8. Notify Client of success

7. Server decrypts, verify
template, stores ID and
template hash for new
user .

9. Notify User of success

Figure 2. Vaulted Voice Verification: Enrollment Process.

vice. Then, in step 2, the device generates keys for the user.
These steps follow the steps of the original protocol.
For steps 3 and 4 in the original protocol, the device
interacts with the user, asking the user to repeat series of
phrases to which the user responds. In our extended protocol, the device prompts the user with short phrases, small
passages to repeat, or images that need a description. For
each of these prompts, a real model and a chaff model are
created so that the chaff model is similar to the real.
In step 5, the device then encrypts the models using the
public key of the user. The encryption of the models occurs
in the same manor in the original Vaulted Voice Verification
protocol. The public key of the user is used here so that only
the user can decrypt the models with their private key.
In steps 6 and 7 in the original protocol, the encrypted
models are sent to the server for storage until verification
and subsequently removed from the client device. In our
extended protocol, once the server receives the models, it
creates hashes for later verification, and the models are then
deleted from the server. As a result of this, the encrypted
models are able to remain on the client device until verification.
Lastly, a notification is sent back to the user in steps 8
and 9. In both the original and the extended protocols the
user receives a notification of success/failure of enrollment.
2.1.2

Verification

The verification process for our extended Vaulted Voice
Verification is illustrated in Fig. 3. The steps described here
refer to the numbered arrows in the figure. Again, differences between our extension and the original will be pointed
out as appropriate.

In steps 1 and 2 the user inputs their information into
the device and the device sends a verification request to the
server. In the original protocol for step 2, the device sent the
ID and a request for verification. In our extended protocol
the device will also send the encrypted template, because it
is no longer being stored on the server.
In step 3 of the original protocol, the server then retrieves
the models associated with that user and scrambles them
according to some i.i.d. binary challenge string. In our
extended protocol, the server first verifies the template by
hashing it and comparing the hash against the previously
stored value from enrollment. This allows the server to be
sure it is the same data it received during enrollment without
the need to store the data itself.
Steps 4 and 5 show the server sending the shuffled models to the client, who decrypts them using the information
provided by the user in step 1. In steps 6 and 7 of the original protocol, the user interacts with the device, repeating
the phrases as prompted. Our extension expands this interaction from only phrases to also include passages of text
and images for description.
In step 8, the device generates a new model from each
response for each phrase from the user. These new models
are used to select between each real and chaff model for the
prompted phrases. As the device selects between real and
chaff to unscramble the models, it builds a response string.
When finished building the string, in step 9, the device sends
the response string to the server for verification. The device
then compares the response string to the original challenge
string. The remaining steps illustrate the server responding with an accept or decline based on the response string
matching the challenge string.

Client/Mobile
Device

User
1. Input user ID and password

Server

2. Send ID, template, and request for verification
4. Send shuffled models to Client.

3. Decrypt template, verify
hash, generate i.i.d. binary
string , S, and shuffle
models according to string.

5. Decrypt shuffled model files
6. Ask user to respond to prompts
7. Respond to prompts

8. Select between real and chaff blocks using
User’s response, generating response string.
9. Send response string for verification

10. Compare response
string to S

11. Send Accept/Decline
12. Notify User

Figure 3. Vaulted Voice Verification: Verification Process.

While Vaulted Voice Verification provides a novel combination of techniques from the two communities, the use
of only text-dependent models makes it susceptible to the
attacks discussed in Sec. 1. Also, the use of binary models
leads to either too many questions for the user to answer in a
practical interactive system, or a system that is easily compromised due to the small number of bits of security that is
provided.

Describe this image.

3. Improving Security and Usability
In this work we extend Vaulted Voice Verification beyond text-dependent modeling and single bit questions and
answers. We look at mixing text-dependent modeling,
where the models are based on specific word snippets, with
text-independent modeling, where models are generated using larger word groupings. Also, we enhance the amount of
information gathered from each question in the challenge
response by extending from binary to multiple choice.

3.1. Text-dependent and Text-independent Models
Our work of mixing text-dependent and text-independent
modeling is similar to that of [17] and [3], where they focused on small phrase groupings. In [17], they look at words
based on frequency of occurrence in the speech samples.
In [3], they look at certain keywords that are likely to occur with great frequency in conversation. In our work we
take short phrases based on images and compile them to
create a more text-independent model. Our models are not
completely text-independent because we’re creating them
based on a small number of phrases from an individual.
However, our models are also not text-constrained because
they are based on open-ended responses from the user.

brown, sweet, triangle, chocolate, cookie, ..?

Figure 4. How would you describe this image? Vaulted Voice Verification is extended by using open-ended challenges in the form
of images instead of phrases the user must repeat.

We therefore consider our models to be short phrase-based
text-independent models, based on the number of available
phrases.
In their work in [5], Johnson et al. had the user respond
by repeating certain phrases. With their system, the phrases
are known both during the time of enrollment as well as
during verification. With this, the system is limited to the
number of predetermined phrases it starts with and the challenges are simple in their complexity, as well as in the security they provide. The increase in security for the addition
of the text-independent models as described in this section
will be explored in Sec. 4.
In our work, we look to extend the protocol from presenting the user with phrases to speak, to showing the user
images and asking them for short descriptions of the im-

ages. Examples of this can be seen in Fig. 1 and Fig. 4.
In Fig. 4 we have an example of an image the user could
be presented with. The idea is that different people will
use different words to describe the same image. When we
are using text-dependent models, the model implicitly incorporates the word and the voice model in the answer, thus
improving the overall security.
By doing this, we are able to create models that have
greater degrees of freedom. Multiple advantages exist to
this extension of the protocol. The possibilities for the response to each challenge are as vast as the lexicon allows.
This implicitly combines what you know with who you are.
Since the models exist only on your phone, i.e. something
you have, it’s now a full three-factor authentication.
Our research into text-independent models works to
eliminate the threat of replay-attacks. By replay-attack, we
mean an attacker recording audio responses and replaying
them at a later time during an attempted attack. To do this,
the server generates a phrase, the user speaks it, and we both
generate a text-independent speech model as well as use
speech recognition to verify the phrase the user is expected
to speak. This way the phrase is unknown to the user until the server challenges them. This makes a replay-attack,
even using a pre-recorded voice of the subject, impractical.
The security not only relies on the general text-independent
model, but also the spoken description. More information
on the different types of attacks our research works to defend against will be detailed in Sec. 4.

3.2. Increased Information from Responses
A challenge that needs to be addressed with voice based
biometrics is how to get the most information from users
without it taking so long that they don’t want to use the
system. Initially, with the original Vaulted Voice Verification protocol, the users would answer a series of questions,
with each question generating one bit of security. We have
now extended the protocol so that each question is able to
generate multiple bits. To achieve this, we turned each binary choice question into a multiple (4) choice question.
This improves security by adding more bits of information
to each question.
This protocol takes advantage of the differentiation between generated models. As such, an upper limit in the
number of possible models exists based on the discriminability of the models themselves. For this reason, in our
experiments we chose to double the number of questions
to show that the extension to the original protocol is valid,
but not to find the upper bounds. For open-ended textdependent questions, the response of the user is measured as
described in this section. However, to the user, the prompt
will not be a multiple choice question, but a direct one (e.g.
“What is the make/model of your first car?”).
In our experiments, this extension has doubled the

amount of bits that are produced per question. For our experiments, we assume that the questions are independent of
each other. We further assume that an attacker is choosing
at random from the possible answers. If the user is asked
a series of five questions, the probability of getting them
all correct based on the original Vaulted Voice Verification
work would be 2 5 , with one bit per question. With this extension implemented in our experiments, two bits are generated per question. For the same give questions, there would
now be 10 bits. With this, the probability of randomly accepting the identity would decrease to 2 10 .
The number of questions for the system can be chosen to
balance the chance of randomly accepting an identity with
the accuracy of the voice biometric. We can then balance
the number of questions with the biometric error rate (e.g.
FAR). Since the biometric error rate provides a lower bound
on identification accuracy because of the associated biometric dictionary attack [16], the identity security offered by
Vaulted Voice Verification with only five questions is already much better than the state of the art biometric error
rate for voice.

4. Security and Privacy
Security for our work on Vaulted Voice Verification is
straightforward, simple and similar to that of the original
protocol. The security analysis for the original protocol is
given in [5], but it lacks analysis based on specifically defined attack models. For our research, we looked at the security of our extended version of Vaulted Voice Verification
in terms of six different attack models listed in order of likelihood of attack.
1. The knowledgable impersonator “borrows” the device:
An attacker, most likely a “friend” in this case, grabs
your device, knows your password and your answers.
2. Compromised transmissions: An attacker is able to
capture and isolate all the data in transmission, but has
not obtained any of the encryption keys.
3. Stolen device and password: An attacker is able to obtain the keys of the user and access the data, but does
not have access to the server.
4. Compromised Server: An attacker is able to obtain the
keys for the server but cannot manipulate the servers
software/network.
5. “Insider attack”: An attacker is able to obtain the keys
of the server and is able to access data stored there.
6. The “impossible mission” attacker: An attacker spends
time to make recordings of your voice and steals your
phone.

It is necessary to note that this analysis of security in
terms of bits is speaking in terms of how much security is
added on top of encryption. Our implementation of Vaulted
Voice Verification would be providing P -bits of security for
the encryption from the salted user password with the assumption that the device will lock up after a set number
of attempts, S-bits of security from the server encryption of
the template, K-bits of “knowledge-based” security, and Bbits of “biometric-identity” security. When we refer to Kbits of knowledge-based security, we mean to say security
that is gained per challenge-response question that is due
to something that the authentic user knows and an attacker
does not. Thus, depending on the attack model, the odds for
an attacker guessing correctly mirror that of random chance.
When we speak of B-bits of biometric-identity security, we
mean security that is gained through the use of voice based
models that take advantage of the difference in the voices
and speech patterns of different speakers.
For attack model 1, because the attack has access to the
device and the password, they can bypass the encryption.
For the multiple choice questions the attacker knows the answers. Because the attacker does not have the correct voice,
this reduces to the B-bits of biometric-identity security.
For attack model 2, the attacker has obtained the data.
Another way to look at this attack model is to imagine that
an attacker is able to watch all transmission of data between
the server and the client but is not able to decrypt said transmissions. During both enrollment and verification, only encrypted data is being transmitted back and forth between the
client and the server. Without either key, the attacker would
not be able to access the data. Because the data blocks are
scrambled before encryption, every time data is sent back
and forth it looks different, therefore an attacker is not able
to gain anything from the information they are able to collect. With this attack model, the bits of security are a total
of P + S + K + B.
For attack model 3, similar to attack model 1, an attacker
is able to compromise the keys and the data of the user. The
attacker would not know the answer to the multiple choice,
reducing their chances to random guessing (again, making
the assumption that the question choices are independent).
The attacker would also not have the correct voice pattern
for the text-dependent or text-independent matching. The
password and user keys are compromised, but the remaining
bits of security are B + K.
For attack model 4, the attack has somehow obtained
the encryption keys for the server and can scan the server’s
disks but can not modify the operational software. Because
the server has no stored data, there is not much they can do
with the data of the server. They could set up a phishing
server and launch a man-in-the-middle attack, but with this
they can only decrypt the template. In this attack model,
there would still exist P + K + B bits of security remain-

ing.
For the next attack model, number 5, the insider can ignore all protocols on the server, making verification inconsequential. However, to impersonate a user on any other
server, there would still exist P + K + B bits of security
to overcome. Because the model files are encrypted, the
attacker gains no information about the raw biometric and
therefore can not identify or impersonate the user anywhere
else.
Attack 6 is a classic movie plot. A dedicated attacker
is able to obtain multiple voice samples of the user. An
outside attacker, without any of the keys, will have gained
nothing from doing this. The user would still be protected
by P + S bits of security. If one were to believe this movie
plot has a higher probability for this individual, they could
specify more text-indpendendt questions so that no replay
attack can be used. However, this attack seems to occur
only in the movies. The most likely scenario for this attack
is to have malicious code on the phone, which is why we
include at least one text-independent question.
Reviewing these attacks, it becomes clear that the most
likely and most invasive attack is a snooping “friend”. With
this, the remainder of our analysis in sec. 5 will focus on
analysing the B-bit of biometric security.

5. Experimental Results
The dataset selected for our experiments is the same
dataset used in the original Vaulted Voice Verification experiments: the MIT mobile device speaker verification corpus [15]. The speech corpus is comprised of 48 speakers;
22 female and 26 male. Short phrases, names and ice cream
flavors, were recorded in 20 minute sessions. The data was
created using two enrollment sessions and one impostor session. As defined by the dataset, each person has a dedicated
impostor.
For these experiments, the data was separated to give a
gallery and a probe that contains separate audio samples.
At random, 60% of the enrollment data was designated as
gallery and the other 40% as probe, ensuring an appropriate
balance between sessions. The impostor data was used in
its entirety. In the tests, the data are further separated on a
per-phrase basis; this way, speech-dependent models could
be created on which to run the tests.
Our tests are conducted by testing every person against
all other people in the gallery. This method of expanding the
dataset is referred to as “all vs. all” testing in the original
work. In early work, we performed same sex and mixed set
testing; same sex testing yielded higher accuracy. However,
the individual same sex sets are small, and the GMMs easily
discriminate the data within them. We felt that since mixed
set testing increases the data available for testing, as well as
the potential for collisions, it was a more realistic case to report. The comparison, or scoring, of the models is done us-
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ing a z-score, as in the original work. For comparison, tests
were first performed on the original text-dependent binary
versions of the baseline and the Vaulted Voice Verification
algorithms.
Fig. 5 shows 4 different ROC curve plots. The figure
contains a baseline and highlights three different variants
of Vaulted Voice Verification with varying question types
and text-dependent and text-independent challenges. An
operational system would likely fuse multiple choice textdependent and text-independent models with the number of
each type dependent on the desired security model. The
three plots will be examined and discussed in terms of the
knowledge-based security (K-bits) and biometric identity
security (B-bits).
The plot labeled “Baseline GMM” is generated by scoring each binary challenge-response pair and applying a
threshold across the results. By binary, we mean that for
each question, there exist two possible answers from which
to chose. The curve represents a baseline result for a single
question model, i.e. a single general threshold is applied for
each question. This curve shown has an approximate equal
error rate of 8% and represents B-bits of security.
The binary Vaulted Voice Verification plot is generated
by applying the Vaulted Voice Verification protocol to binary challenge-response pairs. In Vaulted Voice Verification
there is an inherent pairwise thresholding that takes place.
This pairwise thresholding allows Vaulted Voice Verification to account for variation from phrase to phrase. So, for
each phrase, a different threshold is applied based on which
model is the closest. As shown in the figure, Vaulted Voice
Verification outperforms the baseline for binary challengeresponse pairs. This curve shows an approximate equal error rate of 6% and also represents B-bits of security.
The next curve we will discuss is the one generated from
multiple choice questions. For this experiment, there are
four possible answers for each question. Multiple choice
questions expand the security of the overall system by
adding K-bits of knowledge-based security. The Vaulted
Voice Verification plot improved from the binary, with an
approximate equal error rate of 1%, because with multiple
choice questions there are B + K bits of security. This
means that on top of the biometric security (something you
are) there is also security being provided by knowledge
(something that you know).
The final curve that we will discuss is the textindependent curve. This curve not only represents B + K
bits of security, but also includes security added by repeating a random passage verbatim. The curve is generated by
comparing models that are created from all phrases in the
gallery for each user against models that are created from
all the probe phrases for each given user. As such, for each
user there is one real model and one impostor model, as in
the case of the binary text-dependent models. For Vaulted
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Figure 5. ROC plots for three Vaulted Voice Verification variants
and a baseline. The baseline GMM plot represents matching without the privacy and security that Vaulted Voice Verification provides. The three variants of Vaulted Voice Verification represent
privacy and security gains through binary models, multiple choice
models, and text-independent models.

Voice Verification, there is a single bit for each challenge
response pair, resulting in a 4% equal error rate. The overall system security is improved because the security for this
comes from balancing the biometric bits of security with
the ability to accurately speak the correct passage to generate the model. This effectively eliminates the possibility of
a movie-style replay attack because even though an attacker
might record enough of a user’s voice to build a sufficient
text-independent model, the realistic probability of an attacker assembling such recordings into the correct passage
in real time is likely not possible with a long enough passage.
Many ROC curves are presented as false accept versus
true accept rate. We instead chose to present our results
as match rate versus non-match rate because acceptance is
a function of the overall system – here we are analyzing
only the biometric matching component. One can estimate
the impact of the other layers by rescaling the false match
rate by 2 N where the un-compromised layers provide N bits of security. For example, in attack model 4, the system would still have P + K other bits of security. So, if
P =10 and K=10, the system false accept rate scales the
false match rate by a factor of 1/1,000,000.

6. Conclusion
With this work, we have extended the Vaulted Voice
Verification protocol from one that generates a single bit
per challenge response pair to one that is capable of generating multiple bits. We have also extended the Vaulted
Voice Verification protocol to mix text-dependent and textindependent modeling. We have shown that these extensions of the Vaulted Voice Verification protocol improve

the EER from 6% to 1% when generating multiple bits
per challenge response pair. We have also shown that by
adding short phrase-based text-independent modeling, the
EER still sees improvement, going from 6% to 4%.
We also performed a security analysis of the extended
protocol. We presented this analysis in the form of the different possible attack models that exist for this protocol. We
demonstrated that with the new extensions, the protocol is
improved.
This paper has presented a decomposition of the security
of the system into P + B + S + K bits and introduced six
different attack models. Attack models 1, 3 and 6 all are
based on compromising the device of the user and the security is effectively limited by B + K. Models 2, 4 and 5
are based on factors outside the control of the user, i.e. data
transmission and the server where security is dominated by
S + P . Given this, a system administrator has the ability
to modify the security of the overall system by defining the
values set for P, S, B and K. Depending on the likelihood
of attacks 2, 4 and 5, the system designer can balance convenience and cost by setting S and P , for example, by adjusting how the keys are generated and limiting passwords.
The system designer can give the users a range of options
for B and K that balance the perceived security versus the
desired usability of the system for the user.
With these extensions, Vaulted Voice Verification is now
better suited for real world application: for example, mobile
access to secure information, such as calling in to check on
banking or credit card information. Vaulted Voice Verification is able to ensure that the person who attempts to access
the account by phone is the person they claim to be. These
new extensions allow this to happen without the need to ask
the user an excessive number of questions for the purpose
of obtaining a reasonable amount of security bits.
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